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- This invention relates to a heating element
adapted for use in an electric iron or other elec
trical appliance and to a method for making Such

gle plane and in which the resistance portions
are bonded to a sheet of heat resistant insulat

ing material to provide the requisite mechanical

Strength and rigidity. In manufacturing my

a heating element.

This invention further relates to a terminal

novel heating element, grid like resistance ele
ments are formed by suitable cutting or etching

construction which is particularly adapted to

operations from a thin plate of resistance metal.

make contact with a flat, conductive portion of a
heating element.
This invention has further reference to a die

constructed and arranged to form a heating ele

0.

ment in a single operation and to a method for
making the same.

This invention also embraces the construction

The resistance elements are interconnected, dur
ing the initial stages of the process, by portions
of the plate of sufficient size to provide enough
mechanical strength and rigidity to prevent
buckling. While in this stage, the resistance ele
ments are bonded to a thin sheet of heat resistant

of an electric iron or appliance embodying the

insulating material, such as, for example, mica,

or in combination.

resistance element in their proper relation.
Thereafter, the interconnecting portions are sev
ered to provide a resistance element bonded to

novel heating element or terminal Structure, alone 5 to positively retain the respective segments of the

Heretofore, heating elements for electric irons
and other electrical appliances have ordinarily
consisted of a ribbon or Spiral of resistive ma
terial embedded in a naSS of insulating mate
rial, his elelent, being Secured between tWO
metal plates constituting the body of the iron.

the sheet of insulating material with flat plate

20

like terminal members extending from the re
Spective ends thereof. I may then complete the

resistance unit by bonding a second insulating
Sheet to the exposed surface of the plate.
In this manner, I eliminate the difficulties

Aside from the inherent difficulities of construct

ing and aSSembling such a structure, the prime

disadvantage of this type of heating element re 25 arising from an excessive temperature differen
tial between the heating element and the metal
sides in the poor heat conduction between the

heating element and the body of the iron. This
arises from the thickness of the insulating ma
terial which is necessary to enclose a Spiral or
ribbon of resistance material and adequately in
sulate it from the body of the iron, such insu
lating materials normally being poor conductors
of heat. As a result, the heating element is ordi
Inarily operated at a temperature of several hun.
dred degrees above the operating temperature of
the iron, resulting in rapid deterioration of the

plates associated therewith. This is explicable
On the basis that my heating element is entirely
flat throughout and free from buckling so that

30
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heating element and for nation of an oxide film

it may be placed in intimate contact with the

adjacent metal plates, separated therefrom only

by extremely thin sheets of heat resistant insu
lating material. The advantages resulting from
the use of Such thin sheets of insulating material
may be better understood by reference to the
following tabulation which compares the tem
perature differential with the thickness of the

interposed insulating material where the oper

thereon which is in itself a poor heat conductor,
thus causing a further increase in the temper

atting temperature is maintained constant at

ature differential between the heating element

250° C.

and the body of the iron.
It has been proposed to substantially minimize
this temperature differential by utilizing a sub
Stantially flat heating element in which a num

ber of Slots are punched to define the respective
segments of a heating element. However, diffi

Thickness of

45

Insulating Temperature
Material
of Heating
(Mica) in
Element
Inches

element With Sufficient rigidity and mechanical

strength to prevent buckling and the contacting 50
of adjacent resistance segments. In addition,

difficulty is also experienced in the manufacture
of Such elementS in that a large number of close

ly-Spaced slots must be formed in the heating
element, usually by cutting one slot at a time,
with the result that the process is quite expen

sive and difficult to perform.
In accordance With my invention, a heating
element is provided in Which both the resistance

55

portions and the terminal portions lie in a sin 60

0.00
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.01
0.02
0.013.
0.014
0.05
0.06

and Body
of Iron

Culties have been encountered with Such struc

tures in that it is extremely difficult to provide an

Temperature
Differential
between
Heating
Element

o C.

251.
253
256
263
275
296
328
375
436
494
547
598
648
696
742
787

o C.

1.
3
6
3
25
46
78
125
86
244
297
348
398
446
492
537
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forth a novel method of making a heating ele

ing plates ranging from about 0.013 inch to about

ment.

0.016 inch in thicknes and the temperature dif
fellential, which is an index of the heat transfer

It is a Still further object of the invention to
provide an improved terminal structure for a

efficiency between the heating element and the
iron, varies from about 400° C. to about 550° C.
It will be observed that the heating elements of
such irons are operated at temperatures on the
order of 650° C. to 787° C. which approaches red
heat for Nichrome wire. This results in rapid de

heating element.
The invention further aims to provide an elec
O

terioration and oxidation of the heater Structure.

When the novel heating elements of this inven
tion are utilized, the thickness of the insulating
material may be reduced to a thickness in the
range from 0.001 inch to 0.010 inch with a ten

5
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in the appended claims.

thickness of 0.004 inch to 0.005 inch with a ten

of about 250° C. to 380° C. which is in Sufficient
to cause deterioration or excessive oxidation of
the heater element even When it is used for ex

extensive life tests and found that the novel heat

ing elements of this invention, after prolonged
operation, show no signs of deterioration and pre
serve a bright untarnished surface. hese re
Sults may be attributed to the fact that the heater
element is under the protection of the heated
body as a result of the intimate heat eXchange

Other objects of the invention will be appar
ent from the following description and accom

panying dra Wings taken in connection. With the
appended claims.
The invention accordingly comprises the fea
tures of construction, combination of elements,
arrangement of parts, and method of manufac
ture referred to above or which will be brought
out and exemplified in the disclosure hereinafter
Set forth, including the illustrations in the draw
ings, the scope of the invention being indicated

perature difierential of 13° C. to 25° C. It will

tended periods. I have verified these facts by

trical appliance, such as an iron, embodying the
novel heating element from a plate of resist
ance metal in a single punching Operation.
It is another object of the invention to de
Scribe an improved method for making such a
die.

perature differential of as little as 1 to 244 C.
Preferably, I utilize insulating material having a

be noted that the element may be operated, in
accordance with the invention, at temperatures

4.

It is a further object of the invention to Set

Conventional heating elements utilize insulat

For a fuller understanding of the nature and
objects of the invention as well as for specific

fulfillment thereof, reference should be had to
3)

the following detailed description taken in con
nection with the accompanying drawing, in

Which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an electric
iron embodying the novel heater element and
terminal structure;
Another factor contributing to the low temper
ature differential and increased efficiency of my 85 Figure 2 is plan view showing a metal plate
prepared for an etching Operation;
heating units is the novel terminal construction
Figure 3 is an end view of the plate shown in
therefor. By the use of this structure, the ter
Figure 2;
minal portions of the heating element may con
Figure 4 is a plan view of a metal plate having
sist of plate-like members integrally formed with
and lying in the same plane as the grid-like re 40 a Series of slots formed therein by a punching
or etching operation;
Sistance structure. I have found that the use
Figures 5 and 6 are plan views of a partially
of Such terminal portions contributes substan
completed heating element;
tially to the low temperature differential of the
Figure 7 is a plan view illustrating the resist
heating element and I have devised a terminal
structule for making efficient contact with such 45 ance unit bonded to a sheet of heat resistant
insulating material;
flat plate-like terminal members.
Figure 8 is a Sectional view taken along the
Another aspect of the invention relates to an
line 8-8 of Figure 7;
improved die for forming, at a single operation,
Figure 9 is a fragmentary perspective view of
One or more l'OWS of SlotS in a metal plate de
fining grid-like resistance portions and termi 50 the completed resistance unit;
Figure 10 is a plan view of a completed heat
nals. With this die, a large number of extremely
ing element of modified structure;
thin, accurately positioned slots may be formed
Figure 11 is a vertical Sectional view of the
in a Single operation and, in order to accomplish
novel terminal construction;
this result, I provide a plurality of die members
each comprising a row of stacked metal plates 55 Figure 12 is a front elevational view, partially
in Section, of a die constructed in accordance
With corresponding plates in each row being of
With this invention;
identical thickness and having accurately aligned
Figure 13 is a side elevational view of the die
slots therein for receiving and guiding a cutting
shown in Figure 12;
tool.
I prefer to make the respective sets of corre 60 Figure 14 is a plan view of the stationary die
aSSembly;
Sponding plates by placing the plate portions of

relation therebetween.

each Set in Side by side position, machining the
plates to uniform thickness and forming aligned
transverse slots in the plates while they are in
Such side by Side position. Thereafter, I assem
ble the plates in rows to form a plurality of die
members with the plates of each set occupying
corresponding positions in the respective rows.

Figure 15 is a sectional view taken along the
line 5-15 of Figure 14;

Figure 6 is a perspective view showing a step

65

in view of the foregoing discussion, it will be

in making the die of Figure 12;

Figure 17 is a sectional view which is descriptive
of another step in making the die of Figure 12;
and
Figure 18 is a front elevational view showing
a modification of the step illustrated by Figure

Seen that I have provided an efficacious solution 70
to many of the problems confronting the manu
17.
facturer of electrical appliances, such as electric
In each figure, the size of the slots shown
therein is greatly exaggerated for clarity.
irons and heating units.

It is an object of this invention to improve the
construction and operation of heating elements.

While a preferred embodiment of the inven

75

tion is described herein, it is contemplated that

5
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considerable variation may be made in the

method of procedure and the construction of
parts without departing from the Spirit of the
invention. In the following description and in
the claims, parts will be identified by Specific

names for convenience, but they are intended
to be as generic in their application to similar
parts as the art will permit.
Referring now to the drawings in detail, Fig
ures 2 to 9 illustrate successive steps in the
method of making my novel heating element.
In Figure 4, a thin plate of resistance metal,
such as Nichrone, is shown having two rows of
slots A, B formed therein in the manner to be
hereinafter explained. Each row comprises a
series of parallel, closely spaced slotS Which are

10

arranged in staggered formation so that each slot

is laterally offset from the two slots adjacent
thereto. Accordingly, each row may be Said to
consist of a group of slots f, the inner ends
of which define the inner edge of a grid-like
resistance element 2, Figure 6, together with a

group of slots 3, laterally offset from slots

20

of Scratching in the slots by a separate operation.
The masking material is then removed leaving
the plate in the condition shown by Figure 4.
The slotted plate of Figure 4, whether pro
duced by etching or stamping, is then placed in
a suitable die and a central channel 22, figure
5, is formed therein, the longitudinal edges 23
of which define the respective inner edges of the
grid-like resistance elements 2, Figure 6. Pref

,

25

It will be observed that the outer ends of the

respective groups of slots 3 define Substantially
the outline of an electric iron, the slots being
shorter and more closely spaced adjacent the tip
portion. A than the slots adjacent the other end
portion 5. Closer spacing of the slots will in
crease the electrical resistance of the grid pol
tions defined thereby and thus will increase the

chloric acid of the desired concentration and to
apply a voltage of 50-60 volts to the anode and
cathode. I have found that in this manner a
Nichrone plate having a thickness of 0.003 may
be etched through in about 5 to 6 Seconds. In
stead of providing a continuous coating of the
masking material on the resistance plate, it is
also possible to apply the masking material in
the form of a waxy film having the desired
configuration by means of a printing or litho
graphic process which eliminates the necessity

erably, the edges 23 are formed along the extreme

the outer ends of which define the outer edge

of grid-like resistance element 2.

6

mineral acid, such as sulphuric, nitric or hydro

30

inner ends of the slots
but some tolerance is
permissible in the width of channel 22, the es
sential feature being that each slot communi
cates with the channel 22 to prevent a short
circuit being formed between adjacent segments
of the resistance glids. It will be observed that

the slots and the channel are shaped to form
circular passages 24 constituting openings for
receiving Supporting bolts to Secure the heating
element in proper position with respect to the

temperature of the electric iron in such regions.

Structure associated thereWith. The end of
channel 22 may teriminate at a shot slot 25 at

adapted for use in an appliance other than an
electric iron, the slots may be formed to define
any desired shape of heating element, as will

of the heating element in this region.
The structure of the grid-like resistance units

scription. For the purpose of supporting and
aligning the element with the die during Succes
sive stages of the manufacturing operations, I
may provide holes or openings at the respective
opposite ends of the plate 9 for cooperating with
suitable guide pins to accurately locate the plate
during subsequent stamping operations. Where

of the plate, thus defining the outer edges 27,
Figure 6, of grid-like resistance strugtures 2.
The edges 2 are preferably formed along the
extreme outer ends of slots 3 but may extend
inwardly a short distance beyond such outer
ends, the essential feature being that the slots
3 separate and prevent a short circuit between
adjoining outer ends of the segments of grid

If it is desired to manufacture a heating elemaent 35 the tip portion is to provide uniform thickness

2 is then completed by cutting away portions 25

become clearly apparent from the following de

40
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the slots are formed by a stamping operation, the
holes 6 may be formed in the same step as the

like resistance elements 2. It will he observed
that the ends S of resistance elements 2 termi

In acordance with the invention, the slotted
plate depicted in Figure 4 may be formed either
by a stamping operation or by an etching process.
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
slots are stamped in the plate by a single opera
tion of my novel die which is described in detail
hereinafter. However, the method of making a
heating eleinent in accordance with the invention

constituting terminals for the heater element,
such terminals lying in the same plane as resist

nate in integral fiat plate-like portions 28, 29

slotS.

ance elements 2.

The structure shown in Figure 6 has sufficient,

mechanical strength and rigidity to prevent
buckling and bending of the resistance segments

s

into short circuiting contact with each other.
This is due to the fact that the grid-like resist
ance element is interconnected at the end

contemplates the formation of the slots in any

suitable manner such as, for example, by punch
ing out the slots one at a time or in groups, or
by utilizing the etching process now to be de
Scribed in connection with Figures 2 and 3.
In forming the slots by etching, the plate
is coated on one or both sides thereof by a layer

thereof by a plate portion 32 which serves to con
nect elements 2 in Series. The mechanical

6

strength and rigidity is also due to the intercon
nection of terminal members 28 and 29 by plate

portion 33. It will be undersood, however, that

plate portion 33 forms a short circuit between

of masking material S. A plurality of slits 20
corresponding, respectively, to the slots f, 3 are
formed in the masking layer in any Suitable

manner, as by scratching the masking layer with
a sharp instrument. The plate is then immersed
in a bath of a suitable acid reagent which COr
rodes the unmasked portions of the plate forming
the slots and 3. In order to carry out the
etching in a quick and efficient manner, it is
preferred to make the resistance plate the anode

in an etching solution which may be a strong

portions of the grid-like structure at this time
and, accordingly, must be subsequently removed.
In accordance with the invention, while the
grid-like structure is still interconnected in this
manner, I bond it to a sheet of heat resistant
insulating material, Such aS Innica. Referring to
Figure 7, the element is shown with the grid-like
resistance elements 2 secured to a mica, sheet
s

35 by bonding material 36, Figure 8. More spe
cifically, the grid-like elements 2 may be bonded
or heatsealed to the surface of mica, sheet 35 by

2,543,527

7

8

23 and outer edges 27. The elongated grid-like

means of a layer 36, Figures 8 and 11, of thermo
plastic resin, such as a suitable vinyl resin. This
may be accomplished by coating the mica surface

resistance elements 2 are connected in Series by

plate portion 32 and terminate, respectively, in
fiat integral plate-like terminal portions 23, 29
Which lie in the same plane as grid-like resistance

with a suitable thermoplastic resin, such as vinyl

seal, placing the resistance grid thereon and then
applying heat and pressure to the Said plate by

elements 2. The grid-like portions of the ele
ment are bonded to heat resistant insulating
sheet 35 to Secure the desirable mechanical
strength and rigidity, and the insulating COm

means of a metal surface, such as Steel, Which is
heated to a temperature of 180°-220° C. Prefei

ably, the application of heat and pressure Stops

short of the terminal regions of the plate, which O pound 37 fills the slots , , 3 to effectively in
Sulate the respective resistance SegmentS fl'On
are initially integrally connected So that Such
each other. A Second sheet of in Sulating Ina
regions are not bonded to the insulating Surface.

This permits the terminal regions to be slightly
lifted up so that the short portion 33 of the metal
plate bridging the terminal portions may be cut

terial, such as mica, is applied or bonded to the
exposed surface of the plate, this Second sheet

plied to the entire surface of the 1resistance plate

form, the heater element is of uniform thickneSS
throughout and free from bonds, foids, Soldiered
or Welded jointS. The insulating layers are like
Wise completely plane and of uniform thickness
throughout SO that they can be pressed against

having openings 38 therein for effecting connec
tion to the terminals 28 and 29. In its completed

out. Thereupon heat and pressure inay be ap

so that the terminal regions are also firmly

bonded to the Inica, plate by the layer 36. The
bonding material serves to afford Sufficient

strength and rigidity to preserve the flatness and
configuration of the heater element, at least until
it is rigidly mounted in an iron or other electrical
appliance. Once the element is mounted in this
fashion, it is immaterial whether the bond be
tween the heating element and insulating sheet
35 persists or whether the bonding material is
decomposed during operation of the iron.

the plane heater element Substantially in the
complete absence of any interposed or entrapped
air SpaceS or films. This is of critical in portance
as even an air film or gap of 0.0001''' may very
appreciably reduce the efficiency of heat transfer.

In this mannel, the concentration of heat in

definite regions, Which is characteristic of coin
ventional wire or ribbon-wound heater elements,
and the resulting presence of “hot Spots’ is Conn
pletely avoided.
Suitable dimensions for the cornponent parts

After the bonding has been completed, I fill

the slots , 3 with a semi-refractory insulating
compound or mass 37, Figures 8 and 11, which
remains in position after assembly and at all

times, positively insulates adjoining segments of

of the novel heating eleinent aire a thickness of

suitable compound for this purpose is an oxide

thickness of about G.004 to 0.605 inch for the in

such as aluminum, calcium, or magnesium oxide,

about 80 to 150 slot.S on each Side of the channel

the resistance elements from each other. A

about 0.001 to 0.004 inch for the plate

paste prepared from a refractory metal oxide,

and a

Sulating sheets 35 and 3d. I prefer to utilize

a filler such as water glass or uncalcined borax

22, the width of the slots varying from about

and Water.

0.002 to 0.01 inch and the length thereof being
determined by the particular ZigZag pattern de

After the slots are filled, a second sheet 3d,

Figure 9, of heat resistant insulating material,
such as mica, is bonded or otherwise Suitably Se

cured to the exposed surface of plate 0, this Sec
ond sheet having openings 33 therein permitting
access to the respective terminal portions 28
and 29.
a
Alternatively, the bonding operation may be
performed at any stage of the proceSS SO long aS
the grid-like resistance elements are interCon
nected before the bonding in such fashion that

sired for the heater element. The Width of the

grid-like portions defined by the Slots may Wally
from about a to is inch, this dineiaSiOn being
adjusted in accordance With the heating effect
desired in particular regionS.
A modified form of resistance element, Which
is suitable for use in a hot piate, is ShoWn by
Figure 10. This eienent is formed in accordance
With the principles of the present invention and
50

the structure has sufficient mechanical strength

and rigidity to prevent buckling and contact of
adjacent resistance elements. After bonding, the
interconnecting portions are severed to define the
heater element. Thus, for example, the plate O
of Figure 2 may be coated, on one side only, with

55

etched electrolytically, a potential being applied
to a number of points at the same time. In this
manner, the interconnecting portions are SeV
ered or removed by the etching and the complete
resistance element is formed in a single etching
operation. Thereupon the interspaces between
the slots may be filled, as described, with an oxide
paste and a second insulating sheet bonded to the

portions are bonded to a sheet 33 of heat resist

ant insulating material and, prior to the bonding
operation, the terminals were interconnected by
a metal plate portion giving sufficient mechanical
strength to prevent buckling, this interconnect

masking material after which the other side
thereof may he bonded to insulating sheet 35,
Figure 7. The masking material is then removed

from the coated face to define the finished heater
element of Figure 7 after which the assembly is

comprises a plate 4 of l'esistance metal having
generally Semicircular glid-like resistance ele
ments
connected, at One end, by a plate por
tion 2 and terminating, at the Other end, in in
tegra, flat terminal neinei's 33. The grid-like

60

ing portion being severed after the bCinding step.
The resistance elements are defined, as in the
case of the element shown in Figure 7, by Slots

65

45, the inner edges 6 of a channel f, and outer
edges 48. The slots 45 are filled by a suitable in
Sulating compound or paste thus insulating ad
jacent segments of the grid-like l'esistance ele
mentS.

Referring now to Figures 1 and 7, an electric
iron is shown embodying the heating element of
exposed surface of the metal plate to form a com 70 the present, invention. The heating element is
mounted between a pair of metal plates Ol' bodies
pleted heater element.

Accordingly, the completed resistance element
comprises a metal plate of resistance material lo
having grid-like resistance elements 2, 2 de

fined therein by the slots

and 3, inner edges

50, 5 which are held together by bolts 2 extend
ing through the respective openings 24 in the
heating element and also carrying a handle 53.
In accordance With the invention, I provide

2,548,527
terminals of novel construction for making con

nection to the respective plate-like terminal por
tions 28 and 29, these terminals making an ef
ficient electrical connection to the plate portions
28 and 29 while permitting then to remain in
the plane of the heater element.
Each terminal, as shown in detail in Figure 11,
may comprise a metal sleeve or container men
ber 55 having a lower flanged portion resting
On insulating sheet 3d and disposed in a cavity
formed in the upper iron member 5. Sleeve
member 55 may be insulated from metal plate
5 by a bushing or gromnet 56 which is lapped
over the top of plate 5. A Solid body or rod 57
of compressed, conductive, powdered material,
Such as graphite, is disposed. Within the container
member 55 and a portion of this material extends
through the opening 38 into contact with the fiat
terminal portion 28. In preparing the terminal
rod, pure graphite powder of high electrical con
ductivity is glowed while in powder form and

O

relates to a die for forming the slotted plate

shown in Figure 4 by a single punching opera

tion and to a method for making Such a die.
The die is ShoWin by Figures 12 to 15 in which

upper and lower rectangular frame members 65
and 66, respectively, are mounted on four posts
or rods is disposed at the respective corners
thereof, as by botS 68. A Stationary die assen
O

5

20

bly 69 is fixedly secured to the frame 66 in any
Suitable manner, for example, by boits 8.
A noVable unit generally indicated at
is
mounted for reciprocatory Wertical motion on the
rods 6 and this movable unit is actuated by a
reciprocatory shaft 2 connected to any Suitable
pOWer SOurce, not ShoWn. The movable unit,
comprises a support or frame 3 to which is Se
cured a tool carrying assembly 4, as by bolts 5.
A guide or header assembly 6 is carried by the
movable unit but is adapted for limited rela
tive movement With respect to the tool carrying
aSSen by E. To this end, the guide assembly
and too carrying assembly are interconnected by
members A, Figure 12, each having a circular

compressed into desired cylindrical shape gen
erally Without any binder. The resulting pressed
opening 78 for receiving a bolt 79 which is at
graphite body is characterized by high mechan
ical strength, is unaffected by elevated tempera 25 tached to guide assembly 76 and a slot 86 for
receiving a bolt 8 attached to tool-carrying as
tures, and has some elasticity to apply resilient
Sembly it. Accordingly, it will be apparent that
pressure to the resistance plate. The compressed
the guide member may slide along the posts S,
body of powdered material or rod is forced into
In OWing relatively to the tool-carrying assembly
contact with the terminal portion in any Suitable
manner, Such for example, as by a set screw 58 30 a distance determined by the length of Slots 8.
The guide assembly is urged to a spaced posi
which is disposed on interior threads located at

the top of sleeve member 55. The set screw 58
should be formed of material which is non-oxidiz
ing at moderately high temperatures, Such as
nickel, monel metal, or silver plated brass.
The member 55 also carries external means for

35

making electrical connection through the Sleeve

and compressed conductive material 5 to the
flat terminal portion 28. This external means
may comprise a pair of nuts 59, 6 threaded to

40

tion. With respect to the tool-carrying assembly
by a pair of compression Springs 85 which are
mounted in Suitable recesses provided in the
aforesaid guide and tool-carrying assemblies.
The tool-carrying assembly, guide assembly,
and Stationary die assembly are each adapted to
receive a row of stacked metal plates and hold
Said plates in their stacked position. To this end,
each assembly comprises a pair of end frame
members 8 and lateral frame members 87,

the exterior of the sleeve. The nut 59 may be
forced into engagement with grommet 56 and
Figure 14. The inner surfaces of frame mem
bers 87 are shaped to form longitudinal slots 88,
the top of plate member 5 to hold the terminal
firmly in assembled position thereon. The nut
respectively, which are adapted to receive com
60 may be utilized to hold a lead or conductor 45 plementary end portions of the aforesaid metal

plates.
The tool-carrying assembly carries a row 9 ot
electrical connection to the terminal portion 28.
It is also possible, of course, to clamp or other
metal plates, the guide assembly carries a row 9
of metal plates and the stationary die assembly
Wise attach a conventional contactor pin to the
terminal which is adapted to cooperate with a 50 carries a row 92 of metal plates, each row being
conventional connector at the end of a flexible
Supported, as stated, by the longitudinal slots 38
in contact with sleeve 55 and nut 59 to afford an

cord.

in frane members 8. In accordance With the

It Will be apparent that the entire heating ele
ment, including the grid-like resistance elements

invention, corresponding plates in each row are

2 and the terminal portions 28, 29 is held in a
perfectly flat position between the metal plates

of identical thickness and have accurately ma

55

chined parallel sides. Aligned slots 93 are formed
in each Set of corresponding plates, these slots
conforming, in size and location, to the slots to
be formed in metal plate (), Figure 4. That is
to Say, the SlotS in each assembly are divided into

50, 5 and the insulating sheets 35, 37a. Accord
ingly, the insulating sheets may be greatly re
duced in thickness, as compared with prior art
Structures, thus reducing the Operating tempera 60 two rows, the slots in each row being in parallel
staggered arrangement with their ends defining
ture of the heater element and decreasing the
the edges of the heating element to be formed,
temperature differential between the heater ele
which, in the example shown, is an element
ment and the body of the iron. As a result, the
adapted for use in an electric iron. It Will be
heater element is placed under the protection of
the body of the iron due to the intinate heat ex 65 noted that the plates are of progressively de
creasing thickness progressing toward the tip of
change relation therebetween. Furthermore, the
the heating element defined thereby.
heating element is absolutely plane, Of uniforn
The edges of each slot in the stationary die
thickness throughout and free from bonds, folds,
assembly may diverge Somewhat progressing
soldered or welded joints. The terminals, one of
which is provided for each terminal portion 28 70 away from the top of the plates to define cutting
edges at the top of the plate and permit severed
and 29, cooperate with the associated structure
material to be readily ejected from the die.
to maintain a perfectly flat position for the en
Each of the SlotS in the tool-carrying assembly
tire heating element and to afford an efficient
carries a cutting tool or knife 95, Figures 13 and
electrical connection thereto.
Another important aspect of this invention 75 15, having a flanged end portion 96 and an angu
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between the frame member 3, Figure 5, and

tool-carrying assembly 4 and the body of the
knife extends through the adjacent slot in tool
carrying assembly 4 and into the corresponding
slot in guide assembly i 8, the cutting edge being
closely spaced from the lower end of such corre
sponding slot.
From the foregoing description, the operation
of my novel die may be readily understood by
those skilled in the art. A thin metal plate, Such
as the plate 0 of Figure 4, is placed on the upper
surface of stationary die assembly 69. There
upon, the movable unit i? is lowered causing the
guide assembly to press against and hold the
plate in flattened position on the stationary die
member. Upon continued movement of the unit
7, the tool-carrying member moves downwardly

into engagement with the guide assembly, caus
ing the respective cutting edges of the knives to
penetrate the plate 0 and move into the slots
in the stationary die assembly. In this manner,
the slots and 3, Figure 4, are formed in the

In Some cases, where the die is used for cut

ting relatively thick material, it may not be
necessary to provide a guide assembly. In such a
O

tended to cover the invention broadly within the
Spirit and scope of the appended claims. Fo:
example, instead of concentrating the heat at the
20

What is claimed is:

30

sponding plates, which I refer to as a die element,

in a single machining operation. In Figure 16,

I have shown a set of hardened plates 99, con
stituting a die element, in side-by-side position

1. In a machine for forming a series of slots
in a metal plate, a Stationally die assembly and a
movable die assembly, each of Said assenblies
comprising a row of stacked metal plates having
parallel sides, corresponding plates in each row
being of Substantially identical thickness aind
having aligned slots therein which are adapted
to receive a cutting tool, the slots in each as
sembly being arranged in two rows with Staggered
ends defining the outer and inner edges cf a,

upon a hardened steel frame (0 which is secured

40

resistive heating element, and a plurality of cut
ting tools mounted on Said movable die assenbly,
each tool extending through a slot in the movable
die assembly and being adapted, during each
stroke of the movable die assembly, to pierce a

plate mounted on the stationary die assembly and
enter the corresponding slot in Said Stationary die
assembly.
2. In a machine for forming a series of slots

formed to identical thickness and transverse slots

are formed across the set of plates while they are
in the aforesaid side-by-side position. In this
manner, I insure that the corresponding plates
in each die assembly are of precisely uniform
thickness and that the slots 93 therein are in 50

exact alignment.
Preferably, and in accordance with the inven
tion, one end of the plate utilized in the sta

55

in a thin metal plate, a Stationary die aSSenably
defining a plate supporting portion, a movable
unit including a guide assembly and a too cally
ing assembly adapted for relative notion with
respect to said guide assembly, each of Said aS
semblies comprising a row of Stacked metal plates
having accurately maclined parallei Sides, CO
responding plates in each row being of Sub
stantially indentical thickneSS and having slotS
therein which are adapted to receive a clitting
tool, the slots in the guide assembly and tOCl
carrying assembly being of equal denth through

out, the slots in the stationary die assembly being

of increasing depth progressing away from the
60.

Instead of using three plates in Side-by-side

position, as illustrated in Figures 16 and 17, I
may utilize a single piece of metal i86, Figure 18,
having weakened portions
along which the
metal piece is severed, after the machining
operation, to form a set of plates 99. The
weakened portions or grooves ) are preferably
formed before the plate 06 is hardened.

element adjacent the tip regions, it is also within

element in this region.

be in precise alignment, I form each Set of COrl'e-

be about 0.003 inch in height, between one side
of the plate and the table of the grinding ma
chine. In this manner, the slot i)4 in this plate
is of progressively increasing depth and forms a
shoulder or cutting edge at 5 against which the
plate () is positioned after the die is assembled.

tip of the iron by decreasing the Width of the

the scope of the invention to slightly roll down
the tip portion of the heater element blank,
thereby increasing the specific resistance of the

same thickness and that the slots therein shall

tionary die assembly is elevated while the slot
93 is being formed, Figure 17. This may be
accomplished by placing a Spacel i83, which may

plates, one for the stationary die assembly and

While the present invention, as to its objects
and advantages, has been described herein as cal
ried out in Specific embodiments thereof, it is
not desired to be limited thereby but it is ill

plate by a single punching operation. When the
position shown by Figure 12 and the guide assemi
bly is urged to a position spaced from the tool

to the table of a milling or grinding machine,
as by a magnetic tool holder or clamp. It Will be
noted that portions of have been cut from the
sides of the plates, thus defining tongues 32
which fit into the grooves 88, Figure i4, on the
respective die assemblies.
In the machining operation, the plates are

structure, each die element will consist of two

the other for the tool carrying assembly.

movable unit is retracted, the partS return to the

carrying assembly by the springs 85.
In order to insure that corresponding plates in
the three die assemblies shall be of exactly the

12

the plates of each die element occupying col'1'eSponding positions in the rows. Thereupon, the
rOWS of plates are inserted into position in the
Slotted portions 88 of the respective die assem
blies and secured in position therein to form the
completed die.

lar cutting edge 97. The flanged portion is held

plate Supporting portion thereof to define a.
cutting edge and facilitate removal of SCVel'ect
pieces from the die, and means for urging the
guide assembly to a Spaced position with respect
to the tool carrying assembly.

3. In a machine for forming a Series of SlotS
in a thin metal plate, a stationary die assembly,
a movable unit including a guide assembly and
a tool carrying assembly adapted for relative
motion with respect to Said guide assembly, each
70 of Said assemblies comprising a row of stacked
metal plates having accurately machined parallel
It will be understood that the Sets of plates
Sides, corresponding plates in each row being of
forming the respective die elements are made
Substantially identical thickness and having a set
Separately and that a number of Such sets are
Of aligned Slots therein which are adapted to
utilized to form the completed die. In assembling
the die, the plates are assembled into rows, with 7, receive a cutting tool, the slots in each assembly
65

3.
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being arranged in two rows with staggered ends

i4

the slot aligned therewith in the stationary die

assembly.
7. In a machine for cutting a Series of slots in
a metal sheet or plate, the combination of a sta
tionary die assembly having a plate Supporting
portion and a movable die assembly, each of the

defining the outer and inner edges of a resistive
heating element, and means for urging the guide
assembly to a spaced position with respect to
the tool carrying assembly.
4. In a nachine for forming a series of Slots
in a thin metal plate, a stationary die assembly,

die aSSemblies including a row of Stacked metal

a movable unit including a guide assembly and a

plates with the opposite sides thereof mutually
facing each other and corresponding plates in

Irealins for urging the guide a Sembly to a spaced
position. With respect to the tool carrying assem

position to pierce a metal sheet or plate supported
On the plate Supporting portion of said station
ary die aSSembly and enter the corresponding
slot in Said Stationary die assembly during each
cutting stroke of said imovable die assembly.
8. In a machine for cutting a series of Slots in
a thin metal sheet or plate, the combination of a

tool carrying assembly adapted for relative
motion with respect to said guide assembly, each 10 each row being of Substantially the Same thick
of said assemblies comprising a row of Stacked
neSS and having Substantially aligned slots there
metal plates having accurately machined parallel
in for receiving a cutting tool, the Slots in the
sides, corresponding plates in each row being
Stationary die assembly having widened clearance
of Substantially identical thickness and having a
portions in the ends thereof remote from said
Set of aligned slots therein which are adapted to 5 plate Supporting portion and the Stacked plates
receive a cutting tool, the slots in each assembly
in each die assembly having the slots arranged
being arranged in two rows with staggered ends
in tWO roWS With staggered ends defining the
defining the outer and inner edges of a resistive
outer and inner edges of a resistance heating
heating element having a pointed tip, the thick
element; and a plurality of cutting tools mounted
neSS of the plates in each assembly progressively 20 On Said movable die assembly with each cutting
decreasing as the tip portion is approached, and
tool extending through a slot therein in effective
bly.

5. In a machine for forning a series of slots
in a thin metal plate, a stationary die assembly,
a movable unit including a guide assembly and
a tool carrying assembly adapted for relative

25

notion. With respect to Said guide assembly, each
stationary die assembly defining a plate Support
of Said aSSemblies comprising a row of stacked : ing portion; a movable unit comprising a guide
metal plates having slots therein to receive and
assembly and a tool carrying aSSembly mounted
guide a cutting to Oi, corresponding plates in each
for relative movement with respect to Said guide
row being of Substantially identical size and shape
assembly, each of said aSSeinblies comprising a
with their slots in precise aligninent, a plurality
row of Stacked plates having accurately finished
of cutting tools Supported by Said tool carrying 35 sides mutually facing each other, and corre
assembly, each tool extending through a slot in
sponding plates in each row being of Substantially
the tool carrying assembly and into the corre
the same thickness and having slots therein
Sponding slot in Said guide aSSembly, and means
adapted to receive a cutting tool, the guide assem
for urging said guide assembly to a spaced posi
bly and tool carrying assembly having the indi
tion with respect, to Said tool carrying assembly
vidual slots therein of equal depth throughout,
Whereby, during each stroke of the movable unit,
and the stationary die aSSembly having each Slot
the guide assembly is adapted to press against a
therein progressively increasing in depth away
metal plate Supported on said stationary die
from the plate supporting section thereof to de
aSSembly, further novement of said unit causing
fine a cutting edge and facilitate removal of
each cutting tool to pierce the plate and enter the
Severed pieces from Said stationary die assembly;

slot aligned therewith in the stationary die as

and means for biasing the guide assembly to a

Sembly.

Spaced apart position with respect to the tool
carrying assembly.

6. In a machine for forming a series of slots
in a thin metal piate, a stationary die assembly,
a raovable unit including a guide assembly and
a tool carrying aSSembly adapted for relative
Imotion. With respect to Said guide assembly, each

of Said assemblies comprising a row of stacked
metal plates having accurately machined parallel
Sides, corresponding plates in each row being of
Substantially identical thickness and having a
Set of aligned slots therein which are adapted to
receive a cutting tool, the slots in each assembly
being arranged in two rows with staggered ends
defining the outer and inner edges of a resistive

heating element having a pointed tip, the thick
neSS of the plates in each assembly progressively
decreasing as to the tip portion is approached,
and means for urging the guide assembly to a
Spaced position. With respect to the tool carrying
assembly, and a set of cutting tools on the tool
carrying assembly, each tool extending through a
slot in Said tool carrying assembly and into the
corresponding slot in said guide assembly where

by, during each stroke of the movable unit, the
guide assembly is adapted to press against a
metal plate Supported on said stationary die as
Sembly, further movement of said unit causing

50

9. In a machine for cutting a series of slots

in a thin metal sheet or plate, the combination
of a stationary die assembly defining a plate sup

porting portion; a movable unit comprising a
guide assembly and a tool carrying assembly
55

60

85

70

each cutting tool to pierce the plate and enter. 75

mounted for relative movement with respect to
prising a row of Stacked plates having accurately
finished Sides mutually facing each other, and
corresponding plates in each row being of sub
Stantially the same thickness and having a set
of Substantially aligned slots therein adapted to
Said guide assembly, each of said assemblies com

receive a cutting tool, each assembly having the
slots therein arranged in two rows with staggered
ends defining the outer and inner edges of a
resistance heating element; and means for bias
ing the guide assembly to a spaced apart position
With respect to the tool carrying assembly.
10. In a machine for cutting a series of slots
in a thin metal sheet or plate, the combination
of a stationary die assembly defining a plate sup
porting portion; a movable unit comprising a
guide assembly and a tool carrying aSSembly
mounted for relative movement with respect to
Said guide assembly, each of said assemblies com

prising a row of stacked plates having accurately
finished sides mutually facing each other, and

15
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receive a cutting tool, each assembly having the
slots therein arranged in two rows with Stag

gered ends defining the outer and inner edges of

a resistance heating element having a substan
tially pointed tip portion, the slots in the station
aly die assembly being tapered toward the plate
supporting portion and the thickness of the plates
in each assembly progressively decreasing in the
direction approaching Said tip portion; and

means for biasing the guide assembly to a Spaced
apart position with respect to the tool carrying

asSembly.
li. In a machine for cutting a series of Slots
in a thin metal sheet or plate, the combination

of a stationary die assembly defining a plate Sup
porting portion: a novable unit comprising a
guide assembly and a tool carrying aSSembly

2)

mounted for relative movement With respect to

said guide assembly, each of said assenblies com
prising a row of stacked plates having accurately
finished sides mutually facing each other and col'-

responding plates in each row being of substan
tially the same thickness and having slots therein
for receiving and guiding a cutting tool, corre
sponding plates in each row baing of substantially
equal size and shape with their slots in precise
alignment; a plurality of cutting tools Supported
on said tool carrying assembly, each cutting tool

25

die assembly; and means for biasing the die
to the tool carrying assembly whereby, during

plate for receiving a cutting tool, the stacked
plates in each die assembly having the slots there
in arranged in two rows with Staggered ends de
fining the outer and inner edges of a resistance
heating element having a Substantially pointed
tip portion, the slots in the stationary die as
Sembly being narrowed toward the plate support
ing portion thereof and the thickness of the
stacked plates in both die assemblies progressively
decreasing in the direction approaching said tip
portion; and a plurality of cutting tools mounted
on said movable die assembly with each cutting
tool extending through a slot therein in effective
position to pierce a metal sheet or plate Sup
ported on the plate Supporting portion of Said
Stationary die assembly and enter the corre
Sponding slot in Said Stationary die assembly dur
ing each cutting stroke of Said movable die as
Sembly.
14. In a machine for cutting a series of slots
in a metal sheet or plate, the combination of a
Stationary die assembly having a plate support
ing portion and a movable die assembly, each
Of the die assemblies including a row of stacked
metal plates with the opposite sides thereof mu
tually facing each other and corresponding plates
in each row being of Substantially the same thick
neSS and having Substantially aligned shallow

30

slots therein individually cut in one side of each
Stacked plate for receiving a thin cutting tool,
the stacked plates in each die assembly having
the slots arranged in at least one row with stag
gered ends defining the opposite edges of a re

35

sistance heating element; and a plurality of thin

extending through a slot in the tool carrying
assembly and into the corresponding slot in Said

assembly to a spaced apart position. With respect
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in individually cut in one side of each stacked

corresponding plates in each row being of Sub
stantially the same thickness and having a Set
of substantially aligned slots therein adapted to

cutting tools mounted on Said movable die as
sembly with each cutting tool extending through
each cutting stroke of the movable unit, the die
a slot therein in effective position to pierce a
assembly initially presses upon a metal sheet or
metal sheet or plate supported on the plate Sup
plate to be cut when Supported on said Stationary
porting portion of Said stationary die assembly
die assembly, while further movement of Said
and enter the corresponding slot in Said station
unit causes each cutting tool to pierce the latter
ary die assembly during each cutting stroke of
metal plate and enter the slot aligned with the
Said movable die aSSembly.
cutting tool in said stationary die assembly.
15. In a machine for cutting a Series of Siots
12. In a machine for cutting a Series of slots in a
in a metal sheet or plate, the combination of a
metal sheet or plate, the combination of a station
stationary die assembly having a plate support
alry die assembly having a plate supporting portion
ing portion and a movable die assembly, each of
and a, movable die assembly, each of the die assem
the die assemblies including a row of stacked
blies including a row of Stacked metal plates With
metal plates With the opposite sides thereof mu
the opposite sides thereof mutually facing each
other and corresponding plates in each row be- ;5 O tually facing each other and corresponding plates
in each row being of substantially the same thick
ing of SubStantially the same thickness and hav
neSS and having Substantially aligned shallow
ing substantially aligned slots therein individ
slots therein individually cut in one side of each
ually aligned slots therein individually cut in one
stacked plate for receiving a thin cutting tool,
side of each stacked plate for receiving a cutting
tool, the stacked plates in each die assembly hav- is the Stacked plates in each die assembly having
the slots arranged in two rows with staggered
ing the slots therein arranged in at least one
ends defining the outer and inner edges of a re
row with staggered ends defining the opposite
Sistance heating element having a substantially
edges of a resistance heating element; and a plu
pointed tip portion, the slots in the stationary
rality of cutting tools mounted on Said novable
die assembly with each cutting tool extending GO aSSembly being tapered toward the plate support
ing portion thereof and the thickness of the
through a Slot therein in effective position to
Stacked plates in both die assemblies progres
pierce a netal sheet or plate supported on the
plate Supporting portion of Said stationary die
Sively decreasing in the direction toward said tip
portion; and a plurality of thin cutting tools
assembly and enter the corresponding slot in Said
stationary die assembly during each cutting
mounted on said movable die assembly with each
Cutting tool extending through a slot therein in
stroke of said movable die assembly.
effective position to pierce a metal sheet or plate
13. In a machine for cutting a series of slots
Slipported on the plate supporting portion of said
in a metal sheet or plate, the combination of a
Stationally die assembly having a plate support
Stationary die assembly and enter the corre
Sponding slot in Said stationary die assembly dur
ing portion and a movable die assembly, each
of the die assemblies including a low of Stacked
ing each cutting stroke of said movable die as
Sembly.
metal plates with the opposite sides thereof mu
tually facing each other and corresponding plates
16. In a machine for cutting a series of slots

in each row being of Substantially the same thick
neSS and having Substantially aligned slots there

in a metal sheet or plate, the combination of a

5

stationary die assembly having a plate support
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ing portion and a movable die assembly, each of
the die assemblies including a row of stacked
metal plates with the opposite sides thereof mu
tually facing each other and corresponding plates

in each row being of substantially the Same thick
ness and having substantially aligned shallow
slots therein cut from the sides thereof for re
ceiving a cutting tool, the stacked plates in each
die assembly having the slots therein arranged in
at least one row with staggered ends defining the
opposite edges of a resistance heating element;
and a plurality of cutting tools mounted on Said
movable die assembly with each cutting tool eX
tending through a slot therein in effective posi
tion to pierce a metal sheet or plate supported
on the plate Supporting portion of Said Stationary
die assembly and enter the corresponding slot
in said stationary die assembly during each cut
ting stroke of Said movable die assembly.
JOHN GYURIS.
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